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                                                             N-Me MDA.   MDMA. 

       ~1975 Andy Soto - reports considerable amphetamine-like content. 

                             (2 other people, not ++ in scale of +4.-one is Gordon.
    ~5/30/76 100 mg C. Burke (+2) Rapid onset in ~1 hr - lasts to 3
       then drops off quickly - mydriasis persists to 4 hrs. Emotional experience
       and basically good reaction by all three. little detail.

 ──>  9/8/76 16mg ATS 11:30AM n.e.               Jeremy Marks - m N-Methyls

 ──>  9/9/76 25mg ATS  7:20PM n.e. TMA-(345)   2,5DMA   245TMA  246TMA   MDA
                                   120 JM n.e   30mg ne 30mg ne 30mg ne? 15mg ne
 ──> 9/12/76 40mg ATS  2:35PM n.e. 240 Mark  + 120mg ne                  30mg ne
                                                                         45mg ne
 ──> 9/17/76 60mg ATS  12noon n.e.                                       60mg ne
                                                                         75mg foggy
 ──> 9/27/76  81 mg  ATS  10:22AM [0:53] smooth                        100mg active
       shift into light intox. [1:16] distinct-                        150mg active
       almost early - alcohol-like intox.
       [1:38] am I past peak - coming down already?   Nick B. .75mg - fine control
       Yes! [3:00] out.                              

                      10:00AM
+──> 10/5/76 100 mg ATS [0:35] first awareness - smooth - very nice - I will be
       attentive to sensory changes (there are none) - looking forward [with]
       interest. I can and do quickly accommodate to this ASC. [0:45] still
       developing - but I can easily assimilate it as it comes. Under excellent
       control. [0:50] getting quite deep - but I am keeping aface. [1:00] well
       into it - but I am accommodated - piano went well - lots of time to search
       out correct notes - no mydriasis - no physical tox. [1:30] from 100 -> 80%
       starting to clear. [1:45] trial erot., ej. time. rapid recovery [2:15] -> 5%
       I am substantially out. 3:00 all out. I will try 125.

 ──> 10/23/76 100mg ATS (3:52PM=[0:00]) [0:27] first slight hint [0:30] start
       [0:35] roll of eyes [with] a bit of extra init. 15% - I might have said
       "I feel that drink". [0:45] at 40% I don't think I am suffering it - a real
       40% (0:49) time slowed? [0:57] largely window (80%) [1:00] a little
       dilation. [1:03] complete window - complete control nonetheless. [1:12]
       holding steady [1:25] Easy erotic - no need (ability?) of erection [1:50]
       dropping? [2:10] down to 50% - sex [with] Mandy (6pm!) extraordinarily
       pleasant. She turned on too! (this was my return day from Washington) [2:40]
       a few % left [3:00] out 
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